CASE STUDY
A natural stone consultancy providing a wide range
of services used by developers, contractors, clients,
surveyors, architects, construction lawyers and the
natural stone industry.

Stone Consultants

Objectives
Design and build a new website showcasing the
experience and expertise of the consultancy.
Achieve page one for Google search results.
Develop a strategy to engage architects,
developers and property clients to expand their
existing customer-base.
Build trust and confidence.

“The Stone Consultants’ service was excellent. From trips
to Italy to select the material and drawing approval of
complicated book-matched materials to production and
site QA, the stonework was a great success. The project
has now been nominated for a Natural Stone Award.”
John Rushworth, MD of Restore London

Cowley House

case study
Client:
Saigol DDC UK
Architect:
Marek Wojciechowski Architects
Main Contractor:
Restore London Ltd
Stones Used:
Bookmatched Statuary, Bookmatched
Calacatta and Bianco Fantastico, Silver
Portoro, Arabescato Vagli, Moleanos
Value:
£1 million
Completed:
January 2015
Services Provided:
Material sourcing and procurement, design
co-ordination, cutting sheets, on site quality
control and project management

B

uilt in 1905, Cowley House was
designed in the style of Baroque
17th Century and is set within one of
the best preserved Georgian streets
in London. A Grade II listed building, it is
a few minutes’ walk from the Houses of
Parliament, and for over 30 years it was the
headquarters of the Liberal Democrat Party.
This development converts the office
space into a luxurious, super-prime
residence complete with seven bedrooms,
six bathrooms, gymnasium and indoor
heated pool.
With a market value in excess of £20
million, only the highest quality materials
were specified. To enhance the opulent
interior, marble and natural stone were
used extensively throughout the property.
This included bookmatched Calacatta
flooring in the hallways from the basement
to the second floor, bookmatched

bathrooms in Bianco Fantastico and
swimming pool floors and wall cladding in
Moleanos limestone.
Stone & Ceramic won the stonework
contract, but with limited resources for
this type of project, they employed The
Stone Consultants to manage the entire
stonework package.
The Stone Consultants set about the
procurement of six different types of stone
and marble. Surveying and producing
drawings and cutting sheets, they visited
suppliers in Italy to select the materials and
confirm that the quality and capacity of
the suppliers would meet the requirements
of the project. With the client demanding
the very highest standards and a tight
installation programme, the process of
factory visits continued throughout the
contract to ensure the required quality and
supply were maintained.

www.stoneconsultants.co.uk

“

020 75026353

With the stone procurement on track,
The Stone Consultants turned their
attention to the stonework contract on
site. The installation programme was key
to the success of the project for the main
contractor. Dealing with design changes
and minimising their effect on delivery
was a critical element of the project
management, together with implementing
a strict quality control procedure for
the installation.
The Stone Consultants needed meticulous
attention to detail to ensure the client’s high
standards were met throughout the contract,
but particularly with the bookmatched
marble, which is notoriously complicated to
procure and install correctly.

Solution
Keystone Construction Marketing prepared a
detailed proposal which included the design and
build of a new website, search engine optimisation
(SEO), website content, branding, case studies and
a phased marketing strategy.
The new website and a clean corporate identity, have
produced almost immediate results. We continue
to work with the Stone Consultants, creating new
case studies on an on-going basis and the staged
implementation of their marketing strategy.
Services
Design and build a new website
Marketing strategy
Consultancy
Search Engine Optimisation (S.E.O.)
Case studies
Logo design

For more information call 020 3326 0429
or email info@KeystoneCM.co.uk

info@stoneconsultants.co.uk

Ever since the new website went live, we‘ve had a steady stream
of new business. Very impressed with the response. An excellent
website that really hits the spot for our clients.

”

Robert Merry mciob, Director
Stone Consultants
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